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Wes Shoppe 2014 Junior International Tournament 
Local Kids Go International  

WHAT AN EXCITING MONTH FOR 
OUR JUNIOR ATHLETES!  Our program 
was represented by 29 very enthusiastic 
juniors at our International Tournament. 
They captured 21 medals and displayed 
exemplary sportsmanship along the way. 
You can read the Easy Reader’s coverage 
of our juniors’ outstanding results here.
 Daily articles covering various aspects 
of the tournament was provided in 
Badminton Monthly by our own junior 
Yoshi Cohn.  Three of her articles can be 
viewed here.

Manhattan Beach Badminton Club | 516 18th St. | Manhattan Beach, CA

 I had the opportunity to sit at the 
tournament desk a couple of days, and 
I marveled at everyone’s energy and 
enthusiasm.  Tournament Chief of Staff, 
Stephanie Armstrong, was supported by an 
army of volunteers who transported and 
housed visiting athletes, kept the kitchen 
running, bathrooms cleaned and stocked, 
pool area safe, matches moving, and the 
occasional teary eyed athlete comforted.  
Bravo!
— Yuko Kawasaki

Proudly displaying medals earned at the Wes Schoppe Manhattan Beach Junior Internal tourna-
ment are (back row, left to right). Eric Yu, Sam Schwarz, Yoshi Cohn, Jennifer Lu, Shawn Whong, 
Ashley Belandres, Nathan Trinh, Ploy Nilmas, (front row) Lulu Yu, Kelly Trinh, Shirleen Chen, Lynn 
Wang, Moose Cohn, Denzil Tintut, Ray, and Dillon Kanai. Photo courtesy of David Levin.

http://www.easyreadernews.com/85896/wes-schoppe-junior-international-badminton/
http://badmintonmonthly.com
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THE 22ND ANNUAL MBBC JUNIOR 
INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT IS BEHIND 
US.  It was a little different this year.  We had 
almost the same number of kids playing — 115 — 
but only 18 of those kids were from outside the 
United States.  We know that the cost of travel is 
a big reason for the lower number of international 
players.  But changes within the Badminton 
World Federation contributed too.  It used to 
be that juniors from all over would participate 
in tournaments whenever they could to gain 
experience so that when they got into the “big 
leagues”, that tournament experience would pay 
off.  Now the BWF has a junior ranking system.  In 
order to move up in the ranks, the junior players 
have to get more international points and the only 
way to get more international points is to play in 
tournaments that are BWF sanctioned.  Ours was 
not.  But it really didn’t matter.  The shortage of 
international players was more than made up by 
the number of players from Southern California 
badminton clubs.
 The competition was impressive and ran deep.   
In some age categories, we had at least 10 
participants which made for some very interesting 
matches.  In one category  alone — Boys Singles 
Under 15 — we had over 20.  The majority of 
the Southern California kids have been playing 
tournaments regularly.   Our kids have just started 

Reflections by Stephani Armstrong, Tournament Director

playing tournaments.   For some of our kids, it 
was their first or second tournament ever.  And 
trust me, tournament experience does make a 
difference.    But our kids did great.  In a lot of the 
age divisions, at least one member of our Junior 
Team either won, placed or showed.  
 We had a lot of repeat business and I think 
that helped contribute to the big turnout from the 
Southern California Clubs.  Kids that played in 
our tournament last year, came back again, and 
brought more of their friends with them.  Good 
word of mouth even brought a Junior PanAm gold 
medal winner from Marblehead, Massachusetts.  It 
also helped increase the Peruvian contingent.  Last 
year, we had one player.  This year, he brought 
along 8 of his friends, all of whom are planning to 
return again next year.  We also had a first time 
Lithuanian and Costa Rican.  We’ll be adding their 
country’s flags to our wall.
 What makes the Junior International Tournament 
so special is the camaraderie among the players.  
The same pattern appears each year - the first 
day, everyone stays in their own group; day two 
finds the kids starting to venture out of their 
insular world; and by day three, it’s as if everyone 
has known each other all their lives.   That’s what 
Wes, Roy and Jack wanted when they first put this 
tournament together.  It looks like we succeeded 
again this year!
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Our kids did great.  Below is a list of all the events where our kids medaled.  For those of you who don’t 
speak “Tournament - ese”, let me interpret for you:

“BD” means “Boys Doubles”
“GD” means “Girls Doubles”
“BS” means “Boys Singles”
“GS” means “Girls Singles” 
“XD” means “Mixed Doubles”

The “U” followed by a number means “Under” whatever 
the age is that the kids are playing.   For example 
“GDU15” means “Girls Doubles Under 15”.  The kids 
playing this event are girls under the age of 15.  (If the 
girl is 15, she would play in the “Under 17” category).  
MBBC Junior players are in bold.  The complete list of 
winners will be on the MBBCJr.com web site.

GDU11 Cindy Lin with Pauline Tong 3rd place
BDU11  Owen Thomas with Gonzalo Castillo 3rd place
XDU13  Eric Mei with Sudi Feng tied for 3rd place
BSU13  Eric Mei 2nd place
BDU13  Eric Mei with Owen Che 2nd Place
XDU15  Kelly Trinh with Aden Kepford 2nd place
 Moose Cohn with Lulu Yu tied for 3rd place
BDU15  Andrew Liu with Denzil Tintut tied for 3rd place
GSU15  Lulu Yu tied for 3rd place
GDU15  Lulu Yu with Aileen Sun 2nd Place
XDU17  Sam Schwartz with Nicole Frevold 1st place
 Dillion Kanai with Audrey Kim tied for 3rd place
BSU17  Sam Schwartz tied for 3rd place
BDU17  Sam Schwartz with Simeon Ton 1st place
GDU17  Shirleen Chen with Nicole Frevold 1st place
XDU19  Eric Yu with Shirleen Chen 1st place
BSU19  Eric Yu 2nd place
BDU19  Eric Yu with Clay Gilmour 3rd place
GSU19  Shirleen Chen 1st place
 Scarlet Luo tied for 3rd place
XDU22  Chad Naramore with Shirleen Chen 2nd place
 Shawn Whong with Yoshi Cohn 3rd place
BSU22  Shawn Whong 2nd place
 Chad Naramore tied for 3rd place
BDU22  Position 1- 4 Chad Naramore with Shawn Whong 1st place
 Sam Schwartz with Alan Plavin 2nd place
BDU22  Position 5 - 8 Joey Schuchard with Gianpiero Cavallotti 2nd place
 Sherman Chen with Grimaldy Gunawan tied for 3rd place
GDU22  Shirleen Chen with Lynn Wang 2nd place
 Jennifer Lu with Leticia Galindo 3rd place

 

 

Tournament Results
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As I said, the kids seemed to have a great time at the 22nd Annual  MBBC Junior International 
Tournament which is really what we were aiming for.  That didn’t happen by accident.  It was because of 
the efforts of those people listed below.  Some volunteered their time or services during the tournament.  
Others worked months before the event to make it all happen.  I know that by listing those people who 
helped us, I run the risk of inadvertently leaving someone out.  If I did, please let me know so that I can 
make it right.

A heartfelt “thank you” salamat
gracias

sh’norhakal 
xiè-xie

merci

Bob & Pookie Alexander    Lisa Kunish
Phil Alfandary      Elaine Kong Family
Mary & Phil Anthony     Kristine Le
Art Armstrong      John Lee
Susie Behrens      Suyin Liang
Kate & Tim Bergin     Terry Lira
Robin, Stephanie & Caroline Bosmajian  Ron Li
Becky Bruhns      Nora & Jason Lum
Phil Brunner      Krissy & Brian Magraudy
Patty & Bill Bundy     Maria Mateo
Toni Chan      Nan McFarland
Leon Chang      Amy McKeegan
Grace & Dale Chase     Noelle Merritt & Art Merkin
Zhou (Jonah) Chen     Mary & Paul Mullenhoff
Shirleen, Sherman & Ronnie Chen   Doug Muneno
Audrey, Andrew & Peter Chen   George Murphy
Carina Chong      Dave Naramore
Yuko Kawasaki & Greg Cohn    Pat & Bill Nault
Bob Davis      Patti Neumann 
Debra, Nico & Wayne Duncan   Lynn & Kevin O’Connell
Sue Dommeyer     David Ogata
Che Ei       Bill Otoide
Bea Enoch      Denise Padden
Audrey Estes      Kerry & Gary Penberthy
Paula & Rick Fiori     Olivian Pitis
Candace Ford      Chase Quinito
Ursula Gee      Michelle Reilly
Megan Hastings     Crista Riccio
Carolyn Hoefer     Lissen & Randy Schnack
Lynne Hook      Maria & Dean Schoppe
Patrice Healey Jackson    Stephanie & Ken Schwartz
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Alice Jem      Donna Scott
Stan Johnson      Alex Shar
Bobbi & Roy Skinner     Hiro Kawakami
Peter Steinbroner     Creighton Van Horn
Daniel Tai      Ellen Walters
Jack Tarr      Lily & Michael Wang
Terence Tchen      Mike Welch
Amy & Zack Teitlbaum    Richard Whong
Jim Thatcher      Su-Ting Yin
Steve Thomas      Lulu, Eric & William Yu & Hong Zhoa
Kelly Trinh

Photos by Peter Chen
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They were a pleasure to have. We laughed a lot as we spoke broken Spanish and they spoke 
broken English. You can’t take yourself too seriously! In getting to know them we found that 
not only are they great badminton players, they also have amazing singing voices and sang us 
some beautiful Spanish songs. A great experience for our family!
—  Kate Bergin

Memory Wall

“

Gianpero (Costa Rica) with Noelle Merrit. Guests of the Mullenhoff Family 
enjoying the kids’ party.

Getting Social...
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With summer in full swing at the club, 
I want to extend my thank you’s to 
all members who are contributing to 
being good neighbors.  It is important 
that we all are sensitive to parking, 
traffic, congestion as we arrive and 
depart our activities of the club.  

 I also appreciate those who are working to keep 
the noise levels down, especially in the early and late 
hours or club activities. Kids and adults playing on 
the courts and around the pool are a welcome sight 
but consideration to avoid excessive noise levels is a 
must.

A message from the President
Gary Penberthy

 The board is working to perform the tasks of 
promoting safety and security, scheduling minor 
and major maintenance and repairs to the clubs 
aging infrastructure, planning social events, and 
working to be good neighbors.  
 When you visit the club try to leave it cleaner 
than when you arrived, for the rest of the 
membership to enjoy.
 Enjoy the rest of your summer,

  Gary
president@mbbadmintonclub.com

DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY 
AND INTO AUGUST we were busy 
making adjustment to the quarterly 
billing, mainly due to the adjustment 
of the work day credits billing 
process as mentioned last month.  In 
June we held our first new member 

orientation and filled three spots in the Regular 
open category and added one new member to our 
Legacy group.  On August 9 another orientation 
was held and two more families shared an interest 
in joined our club as Provisional members. 
 The last month of summer is upon us so let’s all 
enjoy the club with our family and friends before 
summer is over. Please remember that we need to 

A message from the Vice President
Gene Harbeck

be good neighbors and keep the noise levels down 
especially in the evenings. Remember to sign in 
your guests and think safety first. See you at the 
club!

  Gene  
vicepresident@mbbadmintonclub.com
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AS TREASURER, I’M FOCUSED 
ON THE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL 
HEALTH OF THE CLUB. While 
I am somewhat relieved that we 
have just over $100,000 in our 
accounts, I’m concerned about the 
future costs needed to repair and 

maintain the facilities. There is much deferred 
capital expenditures (CAPEX) that needs to be 
addressed. For example, the roof is old and needs 
to be repaired. 
 The solar water heater will need to be removed 
in conjunction with the roof repairs. As the heater 
is at or near the end of its expected useful life, the 
heater will likely need to be replaced (it does not 
seem cost efficient to reinstall the old heater given 
its age; we’re better off replacing it). The repair of 
just part of the roof and replacement of the water 
heater will easily cost north of $20,000. There is a 
laundry list of other deferred CAPEX items. 
 The club has previously been able to cover 
its costs, in part, because it did not pay these 

A message from the Treasurer
Terence Tchen

expenses. But the accumulation of these deferred 
items is hitting us now and will continue to impact 
the financial health of the club for the next several 
years. You can help by attending workdays. If 
you have special repair/maintenance skills, we’d 
ask you consider assisting us (in exchange for 
workdays).
  I am also focusing on collecting past due 
receivables. We are going to have to take a tougher 
line, including terminating memberships for 
nonpayment. I take no pleasure in trying to collect 
payment and even less pleasure in terminating 
memberships, but it’s only fair to the vast majority 
of members who diligently pay on time. 
  I welcome your suggestions on how to maintain/
improve the club!

 Terence
treasurer@mbbadmintonclub.com

THIS MONTH’S REPORT IS 
PRETTY MUCH AN UPDATE of the 
status from last month.  The two 
contractors working on bids for the 
18th St project were tied up with 
deferred but now funded projects 
from previous customers or injured.   

 When I asked for bids to be able to respond 
in time to the banks for our potential loan, both 
contractors said they could not complete their bids 
in time and declined to submit bids.  Left without 
any bidders, I phoned both contractors and asked if 
they would bid given more time.  Both said yes, so 
I have deferred their bids for a couple of weeks.
 I will be contacting them and working to 
establish submittal dates for their bids.  That 
means we will likely not be starting the project 
in September as anticipated.  However I still 

A message from the New Construction Chair
John Kravec

anticipate getting the parking lot entrance done by 
the November meeting and bringing a firm bid for 
the remainder of the project to the membership 
at the November Meeting.  In addition the banks 
have also given us a deferral until September on 
committing to a loan for the project.
 Who would think it would be so hard to get 
reasonable bids and commitment on the 18th 
St. Project?  But it appears to be a stretch for 
small contractors and a minor job to the larger 
contractors.  But we shall persevere.

 John 
newconstruction@mbbadmintonclub.com
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A WORKDAY WAS HELD 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 9. We 
had a great turnout and got a lot 
accomplished. 
Ray and Deborah Russell came 
and led a team of six people fixing 
the pool chairs. They repaired 

all the chairs, and even fixed some straps that 
were almost broken. (Hooray for preventative 
maintenance!) 
 While they were doing that, a couple fellows 
cleaned the lounge windows - inside and out 
- and you can now see through them. The 
third major task was cleaning the mats in the 
downstairs kitchen. There was a bad smell in 
that kitchen and I thought it might be the mats, 
but it turned out it was just some leftover fish 
in the trash. Please dispose of your potentially 
smelly waste (fish bones, diapers, etc.) in the big 
dumpster. 
 We also did a lot of general clean-up in the 
gym, the lounge, the parking lot, and by the 
pool. In fact, I had 17 items on my to-do list, 
and the team completed 16 of them. The 
only thing we didn’t get to were those few white 
ceiling tiles in the lounge that stick out like a sore 
thumb. Eventually, we’ll get to them.
    Regarding the calendar, I posted revised 
copies in the usual places (court entrance, junior 
board, downstairs pool area entrance) this week. 
We have a couple events already booked for 
September.  
 Next work day is Sept 13th! See you at the 
Club!

Steve and Shiney
house@mbbadmintonclub.com

 

A message from the House Chairs
Steve and Shiney Thomas

 Next Workday: 
Saturday, Sept 13th

8am-12 pm. 

Please be sure to RSVP to 
house@mbbadmintonclub.com
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WE HOPE TO HOLD OUR NEXT  
INTERCLUB TOURNAMENT for 
the month of August…looking for a 
volunteer  or two who are interested 
in running the event and earning 
workday credits.
Speaking of credit where credit 

is due….several of our playing members are 
competing in international tournaments and doing 
quite well. 
 MATT FOGARTY ranked in the top 90 players 
in men’s doubles (with partner Bjorn Sequin), 
recently played in the Brasil Grand Prix in Rio De 
Janeiro.    Matt and his partner won two matches, 
advancing to the  quarter-finals where they played 
against the top Belgium team.  Playing well, they 
narrowly missed taking a game before losing the 
match in a new format which is best three out of 
five to 11 points with no set points.  That means 
at 10 points…it’s sudden death.   Having won this 
tournament several times in the past, it’s great 
to have Matt still competing at such a high level.     
Matt also tried his hand at playing singles in the 
event, drawing the likes of top ranked Guatemalan, 
Kevin Cordon who is coming off an injury.    Again, 

A message from Adult Badminton Chair
Peter D. Steinbroner

We’re looking for 
a volunteer  or two 
who are interested 

in running the 
event and earning 

workday credits

Matt played well, almost taking a game off the 
former Pan American champion.
 Also traveling….our very own Junior Badminton 
Chairwoman, YUKO KAWASAKI … competing 
in mixed doubles  at the Chile Internacional 
tournament in Temuco, Chile.  It’s winter there...
and Yuko was packing to stay warm.  She’s 
partnered with Scottish phenom Alistair Casey 
and his lightening speed.  This past June, they 
played in Caracas at the  Venezuela Internacional 
tournament.  So far, they’ve done well enough 
to accumulate points towards a very respectable 
world ranking.   You GO….GIRL!
 That’s all for now....see you on the courts.

Peter
adultbadminton@mbbadmintonclub.com

Brasil Grand Prix. Photo Matt Fogarty
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WE HELD OUR SECOND 
SATURDAY SCRAMBLE WITH 25+ 
JUNIORS participating, along with 
a few dads and a stray coach from 
El Monte.  Alistair Casey brought 
the wrong racquet and entertained 
our juniors by playing badminton 

with his squash racquet.  Our big winners Terence 
and Moose walked away with lots of sweets. If they 
are looking sluggish on the courts, you know they 
enjoyed their prizes.
 New and upcoming......we have added three 
new juniors. Their photos will go up on our board. 
Please welcome them when you see them shuttling.
 We had a doubles clinic which was attended 
by 14 of our juniors. Guest coaches Alistair and 
Prakash kept the group busy, and the participants’ 
comments were extremely positive.  We hope to 
set up group clinics in the future that will focus 
on increasing a specific aspect of our juniors’ 
badminton IQ.

        Yuko
juniorbadminton@mbbadmintonclub.com

A message from the Junior Badminton Chair
Yuko Kawasaki

We have added three 
new juniors. Please 
welcome when you 
see them shuttling!
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ONE WORD: MARGARITAS! 
(Technically, that is one word and an 
exclamation point.) 
Come join us by the pool on 
Saturday, August 30 for music and 
margaritas by the pool! Festivities 
begin at noon and will end at 3pm. 

The cost is $10 per person (adults only). RSVP to 
me!

 Mike
xxicdboy@mac.com

A message from the Entertainment Chair
Mike Whitcombe

Upcoming Dates:

Aug 30 Margaritas by the pool
Sept 5 Friday night tournament
  7:30 - 9:30
Sept 13  Work day
  8:00 - noon

The Junior International 
Tournament was a great success 
again this year. It’s always a 
delight watching the kids play— 
and having fun at our Club!
“Thank you” Peter Chen for 
providing the photos from the 

tournament for this issue. They are captured 
the spirit of the tournament - sportsmanship 
and friendship!
 Don’t forget to check out Yoshi Cohen’s 
articles about the tournament. She’s a very 
talented reporter ... and badminton player!

Lynn
shuttlecock@mbbadmintonclub.com

A message from the Communications Chair
Lynn O’Connell

http://badmintonmonthly.com

